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Radioline announces partnership
with ABOX42
Karlsruhe, June 21th 2016 - Radioline, the European leading provider of radio
stations and podcasts, and ABOX42, leading provider of modern and advanced
Set Top Box solutions for IPTV, OTT and Hybrid operators, announce a
strategic partnership to integrate radio content into the ABOX42 STB platform,
used by major operators worldwide.
Today, 56% of Americans are using OTT services and connected TV has become
the third screen for online radio listening in UK* and in France**. Demand of OTT
services is growing and they are becoming an essential part of modern operator TV
solutions.
Creating the next generation TV experience with a compelling solution for any
operator requirement in terms of Hardware, Software and Services, ABOX42
chooses Radioline to offer 60,000 radio stations and podcasts as part of the ABOX42
Solutions. Therefore, the Radioline’s HTML5 TV application is now available to all
operator devices that are using the ABOX42’s M-series Set Top Box platform.
“ABOX42 is a strong and reliable partner, whose designed environment is shaping
the future of TV that naturally includes radios. We believe with this partnership we
can extend the reach of the Radioline service and increase our footprint in the
operator market” confides Geoffroy Robin / COO of Radioline.
“We believe in OTT services to complete a modern TV solution for operators. The
ABOX42 Total Set Top Box Solution is providing compatibility to various OTT
service. With Radioline we are able to add a very compelling audio streaming service
to our operator customers, e.g. the German City Carriers and members of DNMG”
welcomes Matthias Greve / CEO of ABOX42
Radioline’s TV app is available in 6 languages (French, English, German, Dutch,
Italian, Spanish), and allows an easy access to an international and local catalogue
of 60,000 radio stations and podcasts from 130 countries, including great
functionalities (favorites, access by moods, EPG & metadata...).
* Rajar, 2015
** Médiamétrie, 2015

About ABOX42
ABOX42 is a leading, Germany based, provider of next generation Smart Set-TopBox solutions for Pay-TV, IPTV and OTT operators. ABOX42’s products and services
are used by Telcos, ISP, Cable operators and OTT companies on a world-wide
basis.
www.abox42.com
Press contact : pr@abox42.com
About Radioline
Radioline, the leading European radio & podcast aggregator, allows listeners to find
their favourites shows & tracks in a catalogue of 60,000 radio stations and podcasts
from more than 130 countries. The service is built on a highly scalable, socially
interactive platform and enables high fidelity content streaming, massive channel
aggregation, intelligent recommendation, advanced management, and universal
access via any mobile device, online PC, connected TVs and in-car digital solutions.
www.radioline.co
Press contact: presse@radioline.co

	
  

